Modern sociotechnical systems exhibit dynamic and complex behavior, which can be difficult to anticipate, model and evaluate. The perpetually evolving nature and the emergent properties of such systems require a continuous re-evaluation of adopted safety and risk analysis methods to comply with arising challenges and ensure successful performance. One of the interesting methods proposed in recent years is the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM). FRAM adopts a systemic perspective to model sociotechnical systems characterizing non-linear relationships and quality of outcome arising from performance variability and functional resonance. This paper aims to further improve the framework and expand the spectrum of features provided by FRAM through the integration of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic offers adequate mathematical tools capable of quantifying qualitative concepts and uncertain information applying comprehensible inference systems based on human judgement. An example of a possible application scenario is included through a simulation of aircraft on-ground deicing operations. The preliminary results of this project present an approach to generate numerical indicators for the quality of outputs, which can allow for a more comprehensible representation of potential performance variability. The presented model, however, requires further validation and optimization work to provide more representative and reliable results.
Introduction
The dominant view in science before and at the beginning of the 20th century was that of mechanistic reductionism, which considered any system to be reducible to its parts and understandable in terms of mechanisms [1] . While this approach might be valid in case of inanimate objects, it becomes inadequate as soon as living objects are involved [2] . The term "sociotechnical system" refers to a complex operational system, which consists of interactive social and technical components [3] . The social aspect of a sociotechnical system refers to humans as individuals or organizations. The technical aspect on the other hand refers to any form of technicalities such as technological systems and devices, tools, resources or any equipment needed to execute the systemic functions. As a result of this definition, the concept of a sociotechnical system applies to the majority of complex systems in the world today and cuts through all domains and fields such as education, healthcare, economy, etc. [3] . Such systems are too complex for evaluation by simple methods and are hardly treatable by statistical methods since they possess organized behavior.
Modern sociotechnical systems are open systems embedded in their environments [4] . They consist of a large number of interactive components, whose behavior collectively characterizes the emergent properties of the whole system.
The interactions among the system components and between the whole system and its environment are determinant for the success or failure of the system performance [5] . Those interactions can be linear causal relationships, which are mostly considered in the designing process; or they are non-linear and dynamic complex relationships, whose implications are difficult to predict in the designing process. Diagnostic problems, lack of information and the inability to determine theoretically how the different system parts would interact can result in overseeing possible risks and adverse implications [6] . The behavior of individuals or groups can change in response to emergent conditions. The emergence of successful performance depends on the level of understanding and the capability to manage variability and uncertainty [6] .
The work environment of aircraft ground deicing/anti-icing operations forms such a complex sociotechnical system, in which man and machine collaborate to perform a specific task. The influential factors that affect the quality of the system's performance are variable. Operations are conducted in a dynamic and fast-paced environment under strict temporal constraints and in harsh meteorological conditions [7] [8] . The workload can be demanding and might affect workers psychologically and physiologically [9] [10] [11] [12] . Human factors as age, sex, physical strength, knowledge level, experience and others are significant factors that characterize the performance of workers [10] . Organizational factors as providing adequate guidelines and resources are essential for an appropriate execution of the procedures in force [13] . Inadequate equipment and instructions might prevent the workers from performing their tasks correctly who then tend to adjust their performance to cope with the shortage, e.g. the Scandinavian
As is the case in aviation generally, deicing operations are high-reliability organizations. Operational procedures are formulated and executed in a strict manner to ensure safe operations. The number of accidents and incidents is low in aviation in comparison to other systems. The trend in aviation over the years shows a continuous improvement in performance and safety measures. In Canada, most deicing operations at large airports nowadays take place in centralized deicing pads [16] . The utilization of centralized deicing pads facilitates the simultaneous deicing of multiple airplanes, which requires precise coordination and clear communication between the flight crew, Air Traffic Control (ATC), the deicing team and the deicing tower [16] . Most incidents related to inadequate ground deicing activities occurred in the takeoff and climb to cruising altitude phases [17] . The most critical period, in which incidents happened, was between December 10 and January 10 [17] . Despite having the largest air traffic volume in Ontario, only 5.3% of the incidents occurred there [17] . The highest rate of incidents occurred in Quebec and British Columbia (each 26.3%) [17] . Smaller airports and smaller aircraft types are more frequently involved with ground deicing accidents or incidents than larger airports and larger aircraft [17] .
Improving a reliable system that really works well can be difficult, since the possibilities for things to go wrong are limited and not immediately obvious. High reliability translates into a limited amount of data for analysis due to the rarity of adverse events that can provide conclusions and data for analysis and evaluation. Despite the high safety standards and high reliability of such a system, the need to evaluate and improve does not diminish. The continuous developments of applied technologies and the evolving nature of complex systems necessitate a continuous evaluation of the state of the system to maintain desired reliability and safety levels. New perspectives become necessary to cope with changes and relying on traditional analysis methods solely could be insufficient. To the best of our knowledge, research in the area of aircraft deicing from a systemic perspective considering human factors (individual and organizational) is rare [11] [18] [19] . Studies mostly aim at determining optimal operational conditions and technical requirements for maintaining and advancing deicing pro-American Journal of Industrial and Business Management cedures. Classical safety and risk analysis methods reduce the scope of the analyses to simple basic tasks to identify problems in specific parts of the system and evaluate the reliability of its components. However, understanding that sociotechnical systems are emergent and complex by nature, a more holistic approach becomes necessary to understand the system's performance in its entirety. Knowing that most accidents are caused by the human factor, this aspect cannot be neglected or assigned less significance than technical and operational aspects.
Adopting a systemic approach would require the consideration of the above-mentioned factors, which is easier said than done. First, the scope of the analysis must be wide enough to allow for a systemic evaluation, which increases [21] . The Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) is recommended in this paper as an adequate systemic analysis method, which can provide a fresh perspective in complement to classical analysis tools. In Section 2, we discuss two approaches to safety (Safety-I & Safety-II) and argue why adopting a Safety-II approach is necessary for the assessment of complex systems. The principles and steps of FRAM are shortly presented in Section 3 to illustrate its features and advantages. In Section 4, a review of several recent studies proposing improvements to the framework of FRAM is presented. The focus in this paper is mostly directed to the theoretical aspect and the main objective is to propose a possible approach for the integration of fuzzy logic into FRAM as a means of quantification. A brief overview of fuzzy logic and its features is provided in Section 5 and the proposed methodology is presented in Section 6. In Section 7, an application example is presented by modelling and simulating the aircraft deicing context in the FRAM Model Visualizer (FMV) and MATLAB. The influential factors were evaluated on a scale between 0 and 10 to anticipate possible variability in performance. The results of the simulation presented numerical quantifiers for the quality of functional performance, which can point to possible variability sources in the analyzed system. Finally, the obtained results are discussed to evaluate what conclusions one might draw and reflect on possible future research to improve and validate the proposed model. In the following section, we make the case why adopting a systemic approach is necessary to ensure safety in aircraft deicing or any form of sociotechnical system.
From Safety-I to Safety-II: The Case for FRAM
Safety can be defined as "the system property or quality that is necessary and sufficient to ensure that the number of events that could be harmful to workers, the public, or the environment is acceptably low" [22] . Historically, the focus in traditional risk and safety management aimed at identifying what can go wrong and lead to adverse outcomes. Accident analyses and annual statistical reports concentrate on what went wrong (losses in lives and material, root causes, adverse conditions, etc.) and as a result measures to prevent the occurrence of such events in the future are adopted. The dominant view in safety management to focus on adversity comes from the human need for certainty, to feel free of harm (psychological) and to be free of harm (practical) [22] . This approach proved to be successful so far considering that, the number of accidents and fatalities is continuously declining on a yearly basis [22] . However, as the number of accidents and incidents continues to decline, the way ahead into the future to maintain desired safety levels and further reduce the number becomes more difficult (since what goes wrong would also decline). Further insights might be needed to further improve the designed systems and maintain acceptable safety levels.
As a consequence of the human need to be free of unacceptable risk, safety was defined as a "dynamic non-event" [22] and was therefore evaluated as a result of its absence rather than as a quality itself [23] . The occurrence of an unwanted event was explained in terms of linear causal relationships, which defined the outcome as the direct result of errors, failures or inadequate circumstances. This philosophy defined what is known as the Safety-I approach.
Safety-I takes a simple-system approach to analyzing systems. Simple systems are characterized by linear causal relationships and predictable behavior [1] .
Systems in Safety-I are decomposable to their parts and the relationships among those parts are well defined and understood [23] [24] . The design process accounts for any type of risks that might occur and work is usually executed as imagined. However, upon examining the characteristics of complex systems, one would inevitably conclude that the above-mentioned characteristics do not apply.
Complex systems are self-organized distributed systems, which are open to their environments [1] . The behavior of a complex system as a whole is non-deterministic and can be difficult to anticipate [25] . The relationships among the system components are mostly non-linear, which can cause the outcomes to be unproportional to the inputs [1] . Complex systems are irreducible to their parts without losing their functional properties [25] . The elements or parts of a complex system are interdependent and any change caused by one part of the system can have effects on other parts of the system. The elements of a complex system separately do not show the same properties as the complex system as a whole. Only when put together, the collective behavior and properties of the whole system emerge due to the interactions of those elements with or without external influence (self-organization). Due to this dynamic and fluc-American Journal of Industrial and Business Management tuating nature, the function of the whole system cannot be understood from simply and solely understanding the functions of its sub-parts [25] . The result is the inability to precisely predict and analyze the behavior of complex systems, which presents a barrier in the face of system management and development.
Successful systemic performance depends on the level of understanding of the relationships among the components and the capability to manage variability. Focusing on one aspect or analyzing each aspect separately without considering the emergent and complex properties of a sociotechnical system would not provide a complete picture of the system status. Systems have become so complex nowadays that only the domain experts are still capable of understanding their aspects and behavior [26] . The large scale and increased complexity of modern systems along with the introduction of new types of hazards and risks resulted as well in adding up to the severity and cost of failures [26] . Relying on traditional analysis methods, in which accidents and adverse outcomes are explained in terms of single errors, component failures or root causes, would not be sufficient to explain the behavior of complex sociotechnical systems entirely [26] [27] . The scope of such an analysis would be limited to evaluating causal and linear relationships, while the emergent properties of a complex system and the resonance of dynamic non-linear relationships would not be covered. New systemic and holistic approaches are required considering social factors in addition to mechanistic relationships. Those approaches shall consider non-linear and dynamic relationships in addition to linear and sequential ones. Only by considering the properties of a complex sociotechnical system and looking at it holistically, a complete and comprehensive evaluation can be provided. Adopting such an approach would allow for a better understanding of the characteristics and behavior of the system in question, which is necessary whether for design and development purposes, performance evaluation or safety and risk management.
An alternative approach would be to focus additionally on "what goes right"
i.e. the conditions of the system in question that ensures risk-free and optimal outcomes [22] . Changing the definition of what composes an event, safety can be defined as a dynamic event as well [22] . Just as an adverse outcome is an event, a successful outcome is an event as well. Things that go right to ensure that a task is carried out as intended should be considered. Upon examining actual performance and evaluating why things work out in practical applications, one eventually notices that the actual execution deviates from the foreseen procedures. This is the difference between "work-as-done" and "work-as-imagined" [22] . The task specifications from the theoretical or procedural end prescribe what and how things should be done, while actual applications differ depending on the context of the application. Local adjustments are necessary each time to ensure that a function is executed successfully. This is due to the underspecified and partial understanding of reality at the procedural end [28] . Human thinking approximates and summarizes information in form of labels, words and sentences to extract relevant information for the intended purposes [29] . The approximation of reality misrepresents its true nature, however, for human pur-poses, such approximations are sufficient to perform most of the tasks and functions that do not require a high degree of precision [29] . The human brain exploits this tolerance for imprecision and acquires only relevant information, which can construct a model that resembles the true nature of the phenomenon in question and describes the required features that are necessary to perform required tasks [29] . The brain thus limits the amount of information received through the human senses to a level, at which it can process the acquired information. Traditional analysis methods fail to capture the fuzziness of human reasoning and behavior. They are therefore inadequate to analyze humanistic systems [29] . A shift in perspective is necessary and adopting a more holistic and systemic approach is required. The flexibility and local adjustments in performance are an essential factor for the success of applications. Performance variability is natural and even required to comply with real-world conditions that were not covered in the procedures. The shift in perspective requires, therefore, looking proactively at what goes right in addition to what goes wrong. This approach is known as Safety-II [22] . In summary, to avoid falling behind and cope with the growing complexity of modern sociotechnical systems, a shift in perspective is needed. Complex systems have to be considered as a whole to better understand the functional relationships of the systems in question. In addition to looking at what goes wrong (Safety-I), one should look at what goes right as well (Safety-II), especially in the case of highly reliable systems and the absence of statistics and sufficient data.
The Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM)
FRAM was introduced by Erik Hollnagel in 2004 as a systemic accident investigation method. "The Functional Resonance Analysis Method describes system failures (adverse events) as the outcome of functional resonance arising from the variability of normal performance" [30] . The performance of a sociotechnical system is never carried out in reality as imagined or designed. Operational deviations from procedures are normal and are sometimes required to perform successfully. The variability of performance depends on the contextual conditions present at the time of execution, which results in altering the application each time the same procedure is carried out. FRAM analyzes systems in terms of functions and examines how the functional variability can resonate within the system to produce successful or failed outputs. The advantage in contrast to classical analysis methods is the capability to analyze dynamic nonlinear relationships and provide a more holistic approach. FRAM relies on four principles:  Equivalence of success and failure;  Inevitability of approximate adjustments;  Emergence of consequences;  Functional resonance.
The reader is advised to consult the website of FRAM for a more detailed 
Step Zero: Objective
The objective of the FRAM application has to be determined, whether the objective is to perform an accident investigation (reactive) or a safety and performance assessment (proactive).
Step One: Identification of Functions
The functions that compose the system have to be defined and characterized.
FRAM functions are objectives or tasks to be achieved by the system in question. 
Step Two: Variability Characterization
The performance variability of the functional outputs has to be identified. The basic FRAM model characterizes variability in terms of time and precision using a qualitative three-point scale for each attribute (Table 1) .
Step Three: Identification of Functional Resonance
A specific analysis scenario or instantiation can be used to evaluate the influence of variable functions on other functions and the overlapping or resonance of those influences through functional couplings to result in adverse or successful outcomes ( Figure 2 ).
Step Four: Management of Variability
The final step in FRAM is to identify countermeasures for variability management to design a more resilient system, ensure adequate performance and provide desired outcomes. 
FRAM's Applications and Evolution
Since its introduction, FRAM's usefulness was demonstrated through many applications in many fields as in construction [31] , manufacturing [32] , healthcare [33] , railway systems [34] , and mostly in aviation [35] [36] [37] [38], etc. The early applications of FRAM mostly were conducted in a retroactive manner as an accident investigation method, which was indicated in the original naming of FRAM as the "Functional Resonance Accident Model" [39] . In retroactive analyses, real events are usually evaluated. The parameters and data for the event in question are known [40] . Existing work conditions can be monitored to evaluate the state of the system and lessons from past events can be learned to improve safety measures [40] . Proactive applications are different in so far that they require creative thinking and imagination to anticipate what might happen and estimate the likelihoods for the occurrence of desired or undesired outcomes [40] .
Due to the capability of FRAM to provide an understanding for the evolution of accidents and therefore the possibility for proactive applications, the acronym "FRAM" was redefined and changed to the "Functional Resonance Analysis
Method". (CPC) into one value [41] . Macchi [41] combined the qualities of the "precision"
and "timing" phenotypes to produce a single quality of the functional output.
The impact of the nine possible qualities on performance was rated numerically applying an ordinal scale between −3 for highly variable and +3 for highly dampening. A median value is then calculated to generate a single numerical quality value for the output. The improved methodology was then applied to evaluate a landing approach in Stuttgart examining the impact of the introduction of the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) system to Air Traffic Control (ATC).
The proposed methodology applying an ordinal scale and calculating a median value for the output simplifies reality as acknowledged by Macchi, which can be efficient in practical applications. The proposed model was an important first step for the improvement of FRAM. Another limitation of the proposed methodology is assuming that the impact of the functional aspects on the output is the same. We believe that those limitations can be addressed appropriately using fuzzy logic.
Rosa et al. [31] proposed a methodology merging FRAM with the Analytic
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Hierarchic Process (AHP) relying on experts' knowledge. Questionnaires were directed at the experts to provide a numerical ranking (ratio scale) based on comparisons between pairs of criteria [31] . The AHP and the pairwise comparison approach have the disadvantage of not handling the vagueness in judgments for transforming linguistic scales into numerical scales very well [42] .
A recent and significant study for the evolution of FRAM was published by Patriarca et al. [23] proposing a different approach. Patriarca e and the formula looked as follows:
To avoid misrepresenting the status and behavior of the system by using static scores, discrete probability distributions were instead utilized to provide a better representation of functional variability. Accordingly, the resulting product in the final formula above becomes through the Monte Carlo simulation a probability . Relying on linguistic variables becomes necessary when the "available information is too imprecise to justify the use of numbers" or there is a tolerance for imprecision, which can be exploited for better outcomes [45] . The reliance on linguistic variables allows for the quantification of qualitative expert knowledge in the form of natural language and consequently the design of comprehensible analysis models.
In this article, we explore a possibility to address this issue through the integration of fuzzy logic into FRAM as proposed by Hollnagel [27] .
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic is based on the Fuzzy Set Theory [46] , which is a generalization of classical set theory. In classical set theory, elements either belong to a set or do not belong; they are either true or false [47] . In fuzzy set theory, elements can belong to more than one fuzzy set with a certain degree of membership or truth [47] . The characteristics of fuzzy sets are defined through the generalization of the usual characteristics of classical sets:
Let A be a fuzzy set and A µ is the membership function characterizing the fuzzy set A.
A then can be defined as: 
Fuzzification
A linguistic variable in fuzzy logic can belong with a certain degree of membership to a fuzzy set, which represents a label or a class of objects with specific characteristics [29] . The range of values that a linguistic variable can possess is defined as the universe of discourse, which is partitioned to multiple linguistic classes, i.e. fuzzy sets [48] . The first step is to fuzzify the input data through the assignment of membership degrees to the defined linguistic variables [48] . The transition between membership and non-membership is gradual and not abrupt as in classical logic. The degree of membership for an element in a fuzzy set can be any value between zero and one. The degree of membership is determined H. Slim, S. Nadeau with the help of a curve called the membership function, which can have many shapes depending on the nature of the variable (triangle, trapezoid, S-shape, etc.) [49] (Figure 3 ).
Inference Process
The most used fuzzy inference processes are the Mamdani Inference model [50] and the Sugeno Inference model [51] . The Mamdani model is more interpretable and adequate for handling qualitative knowledge and generating fuzzy rule-based expert systems, while the Sugeno model is more adequate for mathematical analysis. In this study, the Mamdani model will be used, since it is more intuitive and suitable for human input. Different weights can be assigned to the rules depending on their significance and influence on the output. The inputs or antecedents will be linked to each other applying fuzzy logical operators such as AND, OR, or NOT. After the formulation of the rules, the implications for each rule will be determined. In the implication process, the results for each fuzzy rule will be transformed into an area value in the membership function of the output. The calculation method of the implication area in the output function will depend on the selected operator (AND or OR). In case of the "OR" operator, the union or maximum operation will be used (e.g.
In case of the "AND" operator, the intersection or minimum operation will be used (e.g. 
Defuzzification
The final step of the fuzzy methodology is the defuzzification, which means transforming the fuzzy output into a crisp value. Many methods exist for defuzzification, from which one can be selected depending on the characteristics of the needed output ( Figure 3 ) [48] . The center of gravity (COG) method is most common and the output can be determined using the following formula: American Journal of Industrial and Business Management Figure 3 . The three steps of a fuzzy inference system [48] .
Fuzzy logic can be an appropriate method to quantify uncertain and vague contexts, in which linguistic scales are the only possibility to measure the variables of interest [46] . Human reasoning does not rely primarily on numbers, rather on linguistic variables, whose possible values are words or sentences in natural language [29] . Zadeh argued that, due to the principle of incompatibility, the application of traditional methods to analyze humanistic and complex systems could not be successful as with pure technical or mechanistic systems. The principle of incompatibility states that whenever the complexity of a given system increases, the ability to understand its behavior in a precise manner decreases [29] . In contrast to theoretical idealistic concepts, realistic processes in real life situations are characterized by ambiguity and vagueness. Real life conditions and processes are never as imagined and even in the most precise applications of procedures and regulations; operations and performance always deviate from the norms and defined standards. This deviation is what Hollnagel defines as the difference between Work-As-Imagined (WAI) and Work-As-Done (WAD) [22] . The deviation from the theoretical procedures is not exceptional or abnormal; rather it is an inherent characteristic of real-life conditions. The quantification of the qualitative values in FRAM can be achieved through the fuzzification of the functional aspects and the application of a rule-based Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) to produce numerical outputs for the functions.
Methodology
The MTO classification of functions in FRAM distinguishes between three categories of functions: huMan, Technological and Organizational (MTO) functions [27] . This classification serves a practical purpose of simplifying things for the H. Slim, S. Nadeau American Journal of Industrial and Business Management analyst and allows for defining the potential functional variability depending on the type of each function [41] . As noted by Patriarca et al., the implication of this approach is assuming that functions of the same type have the same variability, since the evaluation of variability occurs in a qualitative manner relying on linguistic scales [23] . In reality, the performance of the different types of functions differs depending on their individual characteristics [23] . For example, assigning an "imprecise" quality to the output of two "human" functions does not differentiate clearly how the variability of the two functions is different. There is no obvious distinction between the magnitudes of the two outputs. Additionally, while the expert performing this analysis might understand how the variability of the two functions is manifested in reality, other parties might have different perceptions for the magnitude of the label "imprecise". The same label might mean different things to different people. Another additional issue is that most functions in reality are not purely technological, human or organizational. Most functions are a combination of the three aspects. A mostly technological function can still have a human aspect, just as a human function can partly be technological. Assigning a function to one category is a generalization, which might limit the consideration of the influential factors on performance.
Despite the drawbacks of this approach, it remains practical and useful. Capturing the precise nature of complex systems is difficult. Our perception of reality as humans is simplified and fuzzy. Simplifications are necessary for modeling reality and providing means of evaluation and control. Therefore, improvements to the current framework of FRAM could overcome the above-described issues without sacrificing the practical advantages of this approach. Fuzzy logic as a mathematical approach capable of computing with natural language and quantifying words can resolve the ambiguity of the outputs and present more comprehensible results. In the following section, we will present a detailed description of the integration of fuzzy logic into FRAM to present a possible approach for the addition of quantification.
The first two steps (step zero and step one) in FRAM remain unchanged: the identification of the analysis purpose and the identification and characterization of the functions. In step two, the performance variability has to be characterized. We can distinguish between two types of variability with respect to the identified functions: an exogenous variability, which is imposed on the function from external sources (other functions) through the functional couplings; and an indigenous or internal variability, which comes from within the function in question and depends on the characteristics and nature of that function [27] . The functional couplings describe the relationships among functions and depict the possible impact of an upstream function on a downstream function. However, there is no clear path to account for how the internal variability manifests in the quality of the function's output. Therefore, the first step would be to introduce an internal variability factor (IVF), which shall account for the internal variability of each function. The IVF can account for the inherent characteristics and the potential of the function to produce variability affected by present performance conditions, while the external variability is imposed on the function through the couplings with the other functions. Such factors can be the different human characteristics as emotional states, personality traits, attitude, knowledge, physiological and psychological factors, technological features and functionality, organizational climate, etc. In our case here, to determine the internal variability for each function, the Common Performance Conditions (CPC) will be applied to calculate a numerical output. The CPC list can be used to evaluate the influence of the contextual influences on performance ( Table 2 ).
The MTO classification method can be used here to determine which factors affect which functions. Originally, the quality of the CPC was evaluated on a three points scale: Adequate, Inadequate and Unpredictable [41] . The impact of adequate CPCs is small, of inadequate CPCs noticeable to high and of unpredictable CPCs high to very high [41] . In our case, the quality of the factors will be evaluated in two classes as "adequate" or "inadequate", while the quality "unpredictable" will be represented in the fuzzy rule base. The quality "unpredictable" means that a statement about the status of the CPC in question cannot be presented due to the lack of information or the dynamic nature of the condition itself i.e. a numerical score cannot be assigned. Since a numerical value cannot be plotted for unpredictable factors, adding the class "unpredictable" in this case is not useful. Rather, in case of dynamic or ambiguous conditions, the rule base can be designed in a manner to account for the unpredictability e.g. the quality "none" in the Fuzzy Logic Designer in MATLAB can be selected to represent an unpredictable variable. Additionally, limiting the number to two classes would allow for the limitation of the number of rules. A numerical scale between zero and ten will be used to assign a quality value for each factor ( Figure 4) . The IVF will be calculated as an internal function for each function applying a fuzzy inference system to produce the numerical output as a result of the quality of Table 2 is then linked to the function as an additional aspect next to the other incoming five aspects from upstream functions, which will be fuzzified to determine the output's quality (accounts for internal and external variability) of the function. Macchi [41] addressed the limitations of the CPC methodology stating that "the use of the CPCs seems to be inadequate" to evaluate performance variability due to local adjustments. The CPCs reflect the influence of the context on performance and relying solely on them cannot account for the resonance of variability among functions through their couplings. However, the aim here is to anticipate potential sources of internal variability that comes from within the functions. The impact of the context here is essential and added to the variability due to local adjustments, both internal and external variability can be represented. The list of the influential factors is not necessarily limited to the CPC list. The analyst can adopt any list of factors that he/she deems most relevant for the performance of the function. The list of performance shaping factors in Human Reliability Analysis is long and depending on the context of the analysis, a set of influential factors can be selected. The second type of variability is the external variability, which can be characterized through the couplings among functions. The outputs of the background functions are invariable, which means a stable output at 100% or one. The output of the foreground functions, which are the direct downstream functions to the background functions will receive only stable incoming aspects from the American Journal of Industrial and Business Management background functions. The outputs will be classified into three classes relying on the classification method of Macchi [41] Macchi combined the accuracy and timing characteristics to determine nine possible quality classes for the outputs [41] . He then plotted the classes graphically to determine the degree of impact on the functions whether it was inducing or dampening variability (Table 3) .
Five classes were found to dampen variability (A to E) and four to increase or induce variability (F to I). At this stage of scientific developments, we need to limit the number of classes further to avoid the problem of rules explosion and present a simplified and practical model. Since highly controlled environments as aviation require high accuracy and all functions are to be executed as perfectly as possible, then we hypothesize and consider any dampening output as "Non-variable", which shall account for positive or neutral impact. The outputs with low and medium variability will be combined and classified as "Variable". The outputs with high variability will be classified as "Highly Variable". This would simplify the classification of the outputs and limit the number of rules for the downstream functions significantly. The simplification is not an issue for the interpretation of the output's quality, since an accurate numerical value for the output is provided ( Table 4 ).
Note that "Variable" in this context refers to the negative deviation of the output from the desired outcome, which is ideally one. A "Non-variable" label accounts for possibly positive impact on performance ( Figure 5 ).
Then, a second higher-order fuzzy inference system relying on the rule base that characterizes the relationships between the incoming functional aspects in addition to the IVF of the function and the output is designed to produce the numerical output for the output's quality of the function. The number of rules H. Slim, S. Nadeau American Journal of Industrial and Business Management depends on the number of variables and respective classes. To keep the number of rules reasonable, many solutions can be adopted such as hierarchical fuzzy systems, or the use of genetic algorithms to design the rule base, etc. This would further complicate the design process and would make the application of FRAM difficult and exhaustive at this stage. In our case here, we tried to simplify the model to a degree that allows for the construction of a helpful model with reasonable effort. The simplification however shall not lead to the trivialization of the model. The rule base is helpful in overcoming another issue of FRAM, which is the assignment of weights to the different functional aspects. Different weights can be assigned to the rules depending on their significance and influence on the output. Additionally, weight scores can be assigned to the different labels in the antecedent part of the rule base to determine the implication of each rule and determine the respective consequent label. In our case, the applied implication method was the "MIN" method, and for aggregation, both the "MAX" and the "SUM" methods were applied.
The final step is to defuzzify the output to produce a numerical output. The applied defuzzification method in our case was the centroid method. The calculated numerical value presented a quantifier for the quality of the functional output. The fuzzy FRAM model is now ready for the simulation of deicing operations.
Aircraft Deicing Simulation: A Case Study
Looking at "work-as-imagined", all performance conditions are optimal and the outputs of the functions are non-variable. To provide an application example in our case, a hypothetical scenario was constructed inspired by two deicing-related accidents, namely the Scandinavian Airlines flight 751 crash in 1991 [14] and the Air Maroc accident in Mirabel in 1995 [15] . For our simulation, we will assume the following:
 An international flight is scheduled to take off at a North American airport for a Trans-Atlantic flight provided by an international airliner;  The pilots of the aircraft to be deiced are not very familiar with deicing procedures;  Airliner instructions and guidelines provided for the flight crew do not specify clearly communication protocols and inspection procedures;  The aircraft is to be taxied from the gate to the deicing pad, where two deicing trucks are positioned to perform the deicing operations;  The weather conditions: temperature around 0˚C and snow showers were present;  The flight crew was under temporal constraints: the flight was delayed due to weather conditions;  The organizational performance conditions are not optimal, especially the provision of adequate training and instructions by the Airliner to its flight crew;  The human or individual performance conditions for the flight crew are impaired: availability of resources, airliner procedures and plans, competence and time pressure.
The five steps for our FRAM model are then as follows.
Step Zero: Objective Identification
The first step in FRAM is to identify the purpose of the analysis. Our objective is to present an example of a possible way to construct and run a FRAM model integrating fuzzy logic as a quantification method. The selected context for analysis is the context of aircraft deicing operations. The model will be of predictive nature and will not focus on simple basic activities such as move from point A to point B. Rather, the focus will be on more complex tasks to allow for a wide systemic perspective.
Step One: Definition of Functions
The functions of the model are to be identified. To keep the number of functions, variables and respective rules reasonable, the scope of the analysis will be limited to the deicing activities conducted by the deicing service provider at the deicing pad. The functions will be identified based on knowledge gained through a literature review of deicing reports and research work conducted by our team over the previous years. The background functions will form the boundaries of the model and will provide invariable outputs. The foreground functions will be the focus of the analysis and can produce therefore variable outputs. Totally, there are four background functions and 13 foreground functions. Table 5 presents a list of the functions and their characteristics.
Step Two: Variability Characterization
The variability of the functions is to be characterized. We start by characterizing the internal variability for each function using the CPC list as explained above.
H. Slim, S. Nadeau Taxi aircraft from deicing pad to runway for takeoff within the specified holdover time Each CPC is evaluated on a scale between zero and ten to plot its membership to the fuzzy sets "adequate" or "inadequate". The detailed assignment of scores to each performance condition is listed in Table 6 & Table 7 . In practice, the evaluation of each CPC should occur based on expert judgement and in-depth knowledge of the conditions for executing the functions in question. Each CPC can be viewed as a set of influential factors as well. The list of influential factors can be selected based on the analysis context to determine the criteria for 
Step Three: Identification of Functional Resonance
The functional resonance is to be determined. The numerical outputs of the upstream functions will serve as incoming aspects for the downstream functions.
The incoming aspects will be fuzzified in addition to the internal IVF and their impact on the downstream functions will be determined through the output's Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) of each function (Table 8 ).
Step Four: Variability Management
The final step would be to analyze the received results according to the selected scenario and examine what measurements can be taken to improve the quality and resilience of the examined system ( Figure 6 ).
The modelling of the system's functions in the FMV happens in the form of tables characterizing the purpose of the defined functions and their aspects H. Slim, S. Nadeau Based on the characterized functions and performance conditions, the analyst would be able to construct a map of the system in question. The relationships and dependencies between the performance conditions and the quality of the outcome can be described to identify which conditions promote success and which ones impair performance. This map describes how the functions are linked and how they can possibly affect each other's performance. The numerical outputs can provide a more precise and intersubjective representation of the variability magnitude. Using this map, the analyst would be able to locate potential sources for variability within the system. It is then possible to propose and implement measures to strengthen weak points and enforce conditions that ensure successful outcomes.
Discussion
The selected between zero and ten, which can be used either as a discrete or as a continuous scale. However, it is important to note that human judgement can be less accurate on a continuous scale. While different scales may be more suitable for different applications, the test-retest reliability for rating scales with 11 response categories or more tends to decline in comparison to a 7-point, 9-point or 10-point scale [52] . On the other hand, the reliability of scales with fewer response categories (2, 3 or 4) is much lower also than scales with 7, 9 or 10 response categories [52] . It is important to select a scale that allows for the elicitation of experts' judgement maintaining valid and reliable results. to demonstrate how such an application can be executed and the focus is mostly directed to the theoretical aspect. Applying this approach to a real case study must be done with caution, since the proposed model at this stage is still a prototype in need of further improvements.
Admittedly, the simulation in the proposed case is a simplification of reality.
The representation of influential conditions and the characterization of functions were simplified to facilitate the simulation process, which requires high computing resources. To avoid the "rules explosion" problem, the number of inputs was limited to a maximum of six. A higher number is possible of course;
however, the size of the rule base would increase exponentially with each added variable, which can amount to a very exhaustive process. The validity and reliability of the numerical outputs depend greatly on the defined model characteristics for this simulation and the formulated assumptions. This means that the results are not necessarily generalizable to other contexts, which is not the point of this simulation anyway. The continuous improvement of safety in aviation and the declining number of accidents year after year make it difficult to collect sufficient data to generate meaningful statistics [53] . The establishment of adequate databases and performance indicators for aviation maintenance generally and deicing specifically can be very helpful to construct accurate and meaningful fuzzy inference systems. The proposed model in this paper is a first step, which requires further validation and optimization work to present more representative and reliable results. Further validation is still required to define a more realistic model of deicing operations. Nonetheless, the results presented here are promising and provide a possible approach for the integration of quantification means into FRAM, which can be beneficial to assess complex sociotechnical systems.
Conclusions
To keep up with the fast pace of evolving modern sociotechnical systems, a continuous re-evaluation of applied safety and risk management tools is advised. A H. Slim, S. Nadeau 
